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Abstract. Organosulfates have been observed as constituents
of atmospheric aerosols in a wide range of environments;
however their hygroscopic properties remain uncharac-
terised. Here, limonene-derived organosulfates with a molec-
ular weight of 250 Da (L-OS 250) were synthesised and used
for simultaneous measurements with a hygroscopicity tan-
dem differential mobility analyser (H-TDMA) and a cloud
condensation nuclei counter (CCNC) to determine the hy-
groscopicity parameter, κ , for pure L-OS 250 and mixtures
of L-OS 250 with ammonium sulfate (AS) over a wide range
of humidity conditions. The κ values derived from measure-
ments with H-TDMA decreased with increasing particle dry
diameter for all chemical compositions investigated, indicat-
ing that κH-TDMA depends on particle diameter and/or surface
effects; however, it is not clear if this trend is statistically sig-
nificant. For pure L-OS 250, κ was found to increase with
increasing relative humidity, indicating dilution/solubility
effects to be significant. Discrepancies in κ between the
sub- and supersaturated measurements were observed for L-
OS 250, whereas κ of AS and mixed L-OS 250/AS were sim-
ilar. This discrepancy was primarily ascribed to limited dis-
solution of L-OS 250 at subsaturated conditions. In general,
hygroscopic growth factor, critical particle diameter and κ
for the mixed L-OS 250/AS particles converged towards the
values of pure AS for mixtures with ≥ 20 % w /w AS. Sur-
face tension measurements of bulk aqueous L-OS 250/AS
solutions showed that L-OS 250 was indeed surface active,
as expected from its molecular structure, decreasing the sur-
face tension of solutions with 24 % from the pure water
value at a L-OS 250 concentration of 0.0025 mol L−1. Based
on these surface tension measurements, we present the first
concentration-dependent parametrisation of surface tension
for aqueous L-OS 250, which was implemented to different
process-level models of L-OS 250 hygroscopicity and CCN
activation. The values of κ obtained from the measurements
were compared with κ calculated applying the volume ad-
ditive Zdanovskii–Stokes–Robinson mixing rule, as well as
κ modelled from equilibrium Köhler theory with different
assumptions regarding L-OS 250 bulk-to-surface partition-
ing and aqueous droplet surface tension. This study is to our
knowledge the first to investigate the hygroscopic properties
and surface activity of L-OS 250; hence it is an important
first step towards understanding the atmospheric impact of
organosulfates.
1 Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols still account for major uncertainties in
our understanding of global climate and predictions of future
climate changes (IPCC, 2013). Especially the indirect radia-
tive effects of organic aerosols, i.e. their influence on cloud
droplet formation and cloud properties, remain insufficiently
constrained for reliable model predictions of both thermo-
dynamic and large-scale general circulation levels (Hallquist
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et al., 2009). Part of the uncertainty relates to our incom-
plete understanding of the various effects of mixing interac-
tions in the aerosol phase – perhaps in particular the effect
of surface active organic molecules (surfactants) in aqueous
droplets and how these influence the cloud condensation nu-
clei (CCN) activity of particles. Surfactants are frequently
observed in atmospheric aerosol, cloud and fog water sam-
ples (Facchini et al., 1999; Mochida et al., 2002; Cheng et al.,
2004; Lin et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012), collectively com-
prising a significant fraction of the organic aerosol mass. For
example, humic-like substances (HULIS) have been found
to account for up to 60 % of water-soluble carbon in rural
aerosols (Kiss et al., 2005).
Surface activity and how it is accounted for in the ther-
modynamic representation of aerosol water uptake has been
found to significantly impact model predictions of CCN ac-
tivity for some atmospheric organics (Prisle et al., 2008,
2010b). Introducing these predictions in large-scale atmo-
spheric modelling of cloud–climate interactions and radiative
forcing have been demonstrated to translate into impacts of
comparable magnitude to the existing uncertainty in climate
modelling (Prisle et al., 2012). Hence it is increasingly im-
portant to understand the effect of surface activity on cloud
droplet activation; however, to this date only a limited num-
ber of organic aerosol systems have been characterized in
terms of their surface activity.
The hygroscopicity parameter κ (kappa) was introduced
by Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) as a single variable to ac-
count for chemical effects on aerosol water uptake in equilib-
rium Köhler predictions of droplet growth and cloud activa-
tion. The κ value is defined as an operational parameter and
can be obtained from measurements of either hygroscopic
water uptake in the subsaturated humidity regime or from
the critical point of cloud droplet activation at supersaturated
conditions, i.e. the critical particle diameter defined as the dry
particle diameter, where 50 % of the particles can activate at
a given supersaturation (SS). As an operationally defined pa-
rameter, the κ value can be seen as describing aerosol–water
mixing interactions with respect to a volume-based reference
state. As aerosol growth is a combined effect of water up-
take properties of components within the aerosol mixture,
a range of aerosol–water mixing states is spanned by the
subsaturated and supersaturated measurements respectively
(Prisle et al., 2010a). Provided that interactions of the mix-
ture of individual aerosol components with water remain un-
changed (or “ideal”, as defined with respect to a certain ref-
erence state) over the entire concentration range spanned by
measurements, the κ value determined at different humid-
ity, and at sub- and supersaturated conditions in particular,
should remain unchanged. However, (non-ideal) mixing in-
teractions of especially organic aerosol components with wa-
ter are largely unknown and may be very complex, in partic-
ular in the presence of inorganics in the mixture (Prisle et
al., 2010a). In general, previous studies comparing κ values
at sub- and supersaturated conditions found that the subsat-
urated κ values were lower than supersaturated κ values for
both ambient aerosols and laboratory-generated aerosols, es-
pecially in the case of secondary organic aerosol (Good et
al., 2010; Massoli et al., 2010; Cerully et al., 2011; Dusek et
al., 2011; Hersey et al., 2013; Hong et al., 2014; Pajunoja et
al., 2015); however, a few studies found the discrepancy to
be insignificant for some aerosol compositions and particle
diameters (Good et al., 2010; Dusek et al., 2011).
Organosulfates (OSs, organic sulfate esters) have been ob-
served as constituents of atmospheric aerosols in a wide
range of environments, such as south-eastern USA (Surratt
et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012), northern Europe (Iinuma et
al., 2007; Froyd et al., 2010; Kristensen and Glasius, 2011;
Nguyen et al., 2014) and even the Arctic, where OSs have
been found to comprise 7–15 % of total organic matter and 9–
11 % of submicron organic matter in two independent studies
(Frossard et al., 2011; Hansen et al., 2014). Some OSs de-
rived from monoterpenes contain a hydrophobic carbon ring
and may prefer to stay at the liquid/air interface in aque-
ous solutions (i.e. exhibit surface activity). Despite the ap-
parent atmospheric abundance and widespread relevance of
organosulfates, their cloud-forming properties have not yet
been investigated; this gap has motivated the present study,
where an atmospherically relevant organosulfate is character-
ized in terms of surface activity and hygroscopic properties.
Here, an OS derived from limonene with a molecular
weight of 250 Da (L-OS 250) was synthesised. The hygro-
scopic properties of L-OS 250, ammonium sulfate (AS) and
mixtures hereof were studied in the laboratory employing a
unique custom-built set-up, allowing parallel measurements
at sub- and supersaturated conditions. Furthermore the sur-
face tension of aqueous solutions of L-OS 250 and L-OS 250
in mixtures with AS were measured. κ was derived from
the measurements at sub- and supersaturated conditions as
well as modelled based on the volume additive Zdanovskii–
Stokes–Robinson (ZSR) mixing rule (Petters and Kreiden-
weis, 2007) and three different thermodynamic models, each
employing a unique representation of surface activity and its
effects on hygroscopic growth and cloud activation. The spe-
cific aims of the study are to investigate how κ is influenced
by humidity, particle diameter and L-OS 250 /AS mixing ra-
tio as well as to scrutinise whether the model representations
can reproduce the experimental κ values for the system. The
ability of the models to reproduce hygroscopicity measure-
ments on the process level is very important for their fur-
ther applicability in e.g. global climate models. Finally the
study aims towards evaluating the cloud-forming properties
of organosulfates.
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Figure 1. Synthesis of limonene-derived organosulfates with a molecular mass of 250 Da (L-OS 250) by ring opening of limonene epoxides
with sodium hydrogen sulfate. The reaction is based on Cavdar and Saraçolu (2009).
2 Methods
2.1 Synthesis of limonene-derived organosulfates
L-OS 250 isomers were synthesised using the method pre-
sented by Cavdar and Saraçog˘lu (2009) for synthesis of hy-
droxy sulfate esters by ring opening of epoxides with sodium
hydrogen sulfate. Approximately 0.61 g limonene oxide was
dissolved in 20 mL dried dichloromethane (CH2Cl2). Next,
1.10 g dried sodium bisulfate (NaHSO4) was added to the
reaction solution under magnetic stirring. The mixture was
left at room temperature for 4–5 days for reaction, while the
reaction environment was kept inert using nitrogen gas. The
reaction scheme for the synthesis is given in Fig. 1.
Following synthesis, the product was purified by solid
phase extraction on an ion exchange hydrophilic column
(Strata-X-A 33u polymeric strong anion, Phenomenex) us-
ing a solvent sequence of 10 % acetonitrile in Milli-Q water
followed by acetonitrile and chloroform.
Based on analysis using an ultra-high performance liq-
uid chromatograph coupled to a quadrupole time-of-flight
mass spectrometer through an electrospray ionisation inlet
(UHPLC-ESI-q-TOF-MS) running in either positive or neg-
ative ionisation mode, it was estimated that an approximately
90 (± 5) % pure sample of L-OS 250 isomers was obtained
in the acetonitrile fraction, the 10 % impurities being by-
products of organosulfates with MW 268 and MW 384 (chro-
matograms from the UHPLC-ESI-q-TOF-MS analysis are
given in the Supplement).
2.2 Measurement of surface tension
Aqueous solutions of L-OS 250 and mixtures of L-OS 250
and AS (Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99 %) were prepared in Milli-Q
water (resistivity of 18.2 M cm at 25 ◦C) for measurement
of surface tension, σ . For each solute composition, nine or
more solutions of different concentrations were made to ob-
tain measurements over a broad concentration range (see de-
tails in Table 1).
Surface tension of each solution was measured with a
FTÅ 125 pendant drop tensiometer, with an overall uncer-
tainty of ±2 %. Measurements were done over a concentra-
tion range capturing the transition region of solution surface
tension as it changes from the pure water value to the level
of maximum obtainable surface tension reduction. Approx-
Table 1. Composition and concentration range of the solutions used
for surface tension measurements.
Composition No. Concentration range
[% wt /wt] solutions [mol L−1]
L-OS 250 AS L-OS 250 AS
100 0 12 0.0001–0.24 –
80 20 10 0.0001–0.20 0.00005–0.10
50 50 9 0.0001–0.10 0.0002–0.20
20 80 9 0.0001–0.05 0.0007–0.37
10 90 9 0.0001–0.05 0.0017–0.85
5 95 9 0.0001–0.07 0.0035–2.7
imately 40 pictures were taken of each pendant drop and
the surface tension was calculated based on the pictures by
the programme FTA32. The surface tension reported here
resulted from analysis of three succeeding droplets, where
the relative standard deviation of the surface tension did not
exceed 1 %. According to Noziere et al. (2014) surface ten-
sion of a pendant drop is reduced over time until the mini-
mum equilibrium surface tension is reached; hence surface
tension was measured for a L-OS 250 and a L-OS 250 with
80 % AS solution (C(L-OS 250)= 0.005 M) over a 30 min
time period. The surface tension was found to be stable after
approximately 1 min, and the following measurements were
thus initiated after 2 min.
Measured surface tension was parametrised as a function
of ternary solution composition according to the equation
previously used by Prisle et al. (2010b), here in the form
σ = σw− a ·R · T · ln
(
1+ CL-OS 250
b
)
, (1)
where σw is the surface tension of pure water, CL-OS 250 is the
aqueous molar concentration of L-OS 250, R is the univer-
sal gas constant in J K−1 mol−1 and T is the temperature in
Kelvin. a and b are the Szyskowski equation fitting param-
eters, which were fitted as dependent on solute mixing ratio
as
a = a1+ a2 · CAS
CAS+CL-OS 250 , (2)
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Table 2. Solutions of L-OS 250, AS and mixtures hereof for mea-
surement of hygroscopic growth factor and CCN activation.
Composition Total solute
[% wt /wt] concentration
L-OS 250 AS [g L−1]
100 0 0.21
90 10 0.21
80 20 0.20
50 50 0.22
20 80 0.19
0 100 0.25
b = b1+ b2 · CAS
CAS+CL-OS 250 , (3)
where CAS is the molar concentration of AS. The values for
a1, a2 and b1 and b2 are given in Sect. 3.1.
2.3 Parallel hygroscopicity tandem differential
mobility analyser (H-TDMA)/cloud condensation
nuclei counter (CCNC) measurements
To study the hygroscopic properties and the CCN activation
of particulate L-OS 250 and their mixtures with AS, a unique
laboratory set-up was custom built, enabling parallel mea-
surements of both subsaturated water uptake and supersatu-
rated cloud droplet activation for the same aerosol sample.
An atomizer (TOPAS ATM 220) was used to generate
particles from aqueous solutions comprising L-OS 250 and
AS in different relative mixing ratios. Each solution was
prepared with de-ionised and purified water (resistivity of
18.2 M cm at 25 ◦C). The solute compositions (relative L-
OS 250 and AS mass fractions) and total solute concentra-
tions (C, [g(solute) L(solution)−1]) are given in Table 2. Fol-
lowing atomisation, the aqueous aerosol was dried by pass-
ing through a diffusion dryer containing silica gel, resulting
in a dry aerosol with relative humidity (RH) in the range 4–
7 %. It is assumed that particles at this RH are essentially wa-
ter free and, furthermore, that their dry compositions reflect
the relative solute mass fractions of the respective atomised
solutions. At this point, the flow of dry particles was split
two ways for parallel measurements of water uptake ability
with a H-TDMA and cloud droplet activation with a CCNC.
A schematic of the water uptake characterisation set-up is
shown in Fig. 2. Compressed air was applied after atomisa-
tion to dilute the particle concentration in order to prevent
coagulation.
The hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) of the generated
particles was studied with the fifth generation University of
Helsinki volatility hygroscopicity tandem differential mo-
bility analyser (VH-TDMA) (Hong et al., 2014), in which
the volatility mode was deactivated so the instrument func-
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up for the
dual H-TDMA and CCN measurements.
tions solely in hygroscopicity mode. The dry particles were
charged by a neutraliser and passed through a differential
mobility analyser (DMA1, Hauke type, see Fig. 2), in which
a monodisperse aerosol distribution was selected based on
the electrical mobility of the particles. For each particle com-
position, four individual dry diameters were selected: 30, 60,
100 and 145 nm. The flow of monodisperse particles was
then split into two ways, one going into a humidifier and the
other one bypassing the humidifier. The humidifier exposed
the particles to an environment with four different set RHs of
80, 85, 90 and 93 %.
Number concentration size distribution data from both
routines were measured using two similar systems, each
including a differential mobility analyser (DMA2a and
DMA2b, both Hauke type), scanning the size distribution of
the particles, and a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI
3010 and TSI 3772), counting the number concentration of
particles.
The HGF of the particles at each RH was obtained as the
ratio of the size distribution of the humidified (Dwet) to dry
(Ddry) particles (Cruz and Pandis, 2000):
HGF(RH)= Dwet(RH)
Ddry
. (4)
The H-TDMA was calibrated prior to the measurements us-
ing pure ammonium sulfate particles with diameters 30, 60,
100 and 145 nm at dry conditions. The obtained data in dry
condition were used to calibrate the measured raw data at
RHs in other regimes based on the algorithm introduced by
Gysel et al. (2009). Furthermore, the measured growth fac-
tor distribution data were inverted using the piecewise linear
inversion approach (Gysel et al., 2009) by the software Igor
Pro to obtain the HGFs.
For each particle dry diameter, four to six measurements
of the HGF were made at each RH and the relative standard
deviation between these measurements was below 3 % for
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all compositions. This standard deviation accounts for un-
certainties related to the experimental set-up, including par-
ticle size selection and RH set point, as well as uncertainties
connected with the data inversion process. Error bars pre-
sented in the following sections reflect the variation in mea-
surements according to observed relative standard deviations
(±2 standard deviation). The standard deviations found here
are in line with a previous study, estimating uncertainties on
HGFs to be below 5 % (Massling et al., 2009).
The ability of the generated particles to activate into
cloud droplets at supersaturated conditions was measured
with a CCNC from Droplet Measurement Technologies
(DMT, model CCN-100) attached with a Hauke-type DMA
(DMA3). After passing through a neutraliser, the dried par-
ticles were transferred to DMA3 (see Fig. 2), which scanned
over the particle sizes. This means that the specific particle
size selected in DMA3 was changed every second minute.
The particle flow was then split into two lines, one going
into a CPC (TSI, 3010), counting the total number concen-
tration of particles, and one going to the CCNC, counting
the number concentration of particles that activate or be-
come droplets larger than 1 µm at a given supersaturation.
The nominal SS given by the CCNC was corrected to ob-
tain the actual SS profile created in the instrument, based
on measurements with AS following suggestions by Rose et
al. (2008). Information regarding the calibration is given in
the Supplement. CCN activation spectra were measured at
thirteen different SSs, ranging from 0.099 to 0.922 % (cali-
brated values, corresponding to 100.099 to 100.922 % RH),
by defining one supersaturation at the time and then scanning
over the particle sizes (DMA3). The fraction of activated par-
ticles to total particles was thus obtained as a function of the
particle dry diameter from the activation spectra. Activation
spectra were corrected for multiply charged particles simul-
taneously selected in DMA3 and subsequently fitted using a
sigmoidal function as done by Paramonov et al. (2013). From
the fitted sigmoidal curve, the critical particle diameter (d50),
was then determined. d50 for all SS was measured twice for
all particle compositions except 90 % L-OS 250, for which
SS was only measured once.
Regarding uncertainties on the measurements, it is esti-
mated that the particle size selection in the DMA has an un-
certainty of 3 % and based on previous studies it is estimated
that the uncertainty on the SS in the CCNC after calibration
has a maximum value of 5 % of SS (Rose et al., 2008; Asa-
Awuku et al., 2009). Error bars presented in the following
sections on critical particle diameter reflect these uncertain-
ties.
2.4 Calculation of κ
The critical particle diameters obtained from the CCN mea-
surements and the HGFs obtained from the H-TDMA mea-
surements were used to calculate an effective hygroscopic-
ity parameter, κ , for all particle diameters, compositions and
humidity conditions. According to κ-Köhler theory, the κ
parameter relates the dry diameter of particles of a specific
chemical composition to the water uptake at a given RH or
SS (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). Hence, κ primarily ex-
presses the influence of chemical composition on water up-
take.
From the HGF (H-TDMA experiment), κ was calculated
by the equation (Hong et al., 2014):
S (Dwet)= HGF
3− 1
HGF3− (1− κ) exp
(
4σMWw
RTρwDdryHGF
)
, (5)
where S(Dwet) is the saturation ratio, equivalent to the RH
set in the H-TDMA measurements, HGF is the hygroscopic
growth factor obtained from H-mode measurements, Ddry is
the particle dry diameter, σ is the droplet surface tension,
ρw and MWw are the density and molar mass of water re-
spectively, R is the universal gas constant and T is the inlet
temperature.
From the H-TDMA measurements κ can be calculated by
inserting the experimental HGFs into Eq. (5) and then isolate
κ by rearranging the equation.
For each dry particle diameter, RH and particle composi-
tion, HGF was measured four to six times, and hence four to
six κ values were obtained. In the following sections κ for
each composition at a given RH and dry particle diameter is
represented as the mean κ values from these measurements.
The standard deviation on the mean κ value was below 7 %
for all compositions except for pure L-OS 250 where the
standard deviation was up to 36 %. In the following sections
error bars represent ± 2 standard deviations on the mean κ .
From the CCN measurements, κ was found using the
equation:
S (Dwet)=
D3wet−D3dry
D3wet−D3dry (1− κ)
exp
(
4σMWw
RTρwDwet
)
, (6)
where Dwet is the droplet diameter.
When the experimental critical particle diameter is in-
serted into Eq. (6) as Ddry, κ can be iterated by varying the
droplet diameter, Dwet, and κ itself until the minimum dif-
ference between the predicted supersaturation, S(Dwet), and
the experimental supersaturation is obtained. Reported CCN
κ values are thus the κ values resulting in minimum differ-
ence between the predicted and experimental supersaturation
(Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Rose et al., 2010).
We calculate κ assuming the surface tension of pure wa-
ter in Eqs. (5) and (6) above. The uncertainty on the CCN-
derived κ values was estimated to 10 % (double the uncer-
tainty on SS) and error bars on CCN-derived κ presented in
the following sections represent this uncertainty.
Volume additive κ values were calculated for particles of
mixed composition, based on the ZSR relation (Stokes and
Robinson, 1966), by applying the mean measured κ values
for pure AS and L-OS 250 according to their estimated re-
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spective bulk volume fractions as previously done by for ex-
ample Gysel et al. (2007), Petters and Kreidenweis (2007),
Swietlicki et al. (2008) and Kristensen et al. (2014).
κ =
∑
i
εiκi (7)
Here, εi is the volume fraction of component i in the dry
particle and κi is the intrinsic κ value for component i in its
pure form. The volume fraction is calculated from the mass
fraction and the density of each component. The bulk mass
density of AS is well known as 1.77 g cm−3 but to the best
of our knowledge the density of L-OS 250 is currently un-
known. Ambient organic aerosol mass densities are generally
observed to be between 1.2 and 1.7 g cm−3 (Hallquist et al.,
2009) and a density of 1.176 g cm−3 was found for sodium
dodecyl sulfate, SDS (Prisle et al., 2011, and references
herein), a surfactant with a sodium sulfate group (SO4Na)
considered to be similar to the sulfate group (HSO4) in
organosulfates. Hence, here we calculate additive κ values
assuming a density of 1.176 and 1.7 g cm−3 for L-OS 250
to cover this potential range. The volume additive κ values
were calculated for the specific purpose of investigating the
validity of the additivity assumption for calculating κ values
for the L-OS 250/AS system.
2.5 Köhler modelling
Equilibrium growth by water uptake and cloud droplet ac-
tivation was modelled for the studied particles using Köh-
ler theory with three different model representations of or-
ganic surface activity, as previously introduced by Prisle et
al. (2010b, 2011). Of these, in particular the bulk-to-surface
partitioning model is a development of the model from Sor-
jamaa et al. (2004) and returns results similar to the model
presented by Topping (2010) (e.g. Prisle et al., 2012).
The Köhler equation (Eq. 8) is analogous to Eqs. (5) and
(6), but without the κ approach used to calculate water activ-
ity:
S (Dwet)= xw · γw · exp
(
4σMWw
RTρwDwet
)
, (8)
where xw is the water mole fraction and γw is the correspond-
ing activity coefficient of water, which is here set to unity.
The dry particle diameter and composition and the droplet di-
ameter are the input parameters, which means that HGF must
be known; hence the equilibrium RH can be calculated. HGF
is varied until equilibrium RH is equal to the experimental
RH (80, 85, 90 or 93 %). Similarly, when the dry particle
diameter and composition are the input parameters, critical
supersaturation (SSc) can be solved numerically by varying
the droplet diameter. In both cases, the droplet composition
is assumed to be known and is used to calculate the droplet
solution surface tension (Eq. 1). Here, the effects of bulk-
to-surface partitioning on the resulting water mole fraction
and solute concentrations used to calculate surface tension
can furthermore be accounted for. Alternatively, the surface
tension can be fixed to the constant value for pure water.
Each model returns values of HGF and SSc under different
assumptions, which are used to calculate κ from Eqs. (5) and
(6) respectively.
The three different model approaches were used to assess
the effects of surface tension reduction and surfactant bulk-
to-surface partitioning on the L-OS 250 water uptake. First,
bulk-to-surface partitioning and surface tension effects are
both ignored (σw), which in particular means that the droplet
surface tension in the Köhler equation is taken as that of pure
water. Second, reduction of droplet surface tension from L-
OS 250 is considered, but the influence of bulk-to-surface
partitioning is still ignored (σb), and thus bulk solution prop-
erties are assumed. This means using Eq. (8) with the concen-
tration dependent surface tension (Eq. 1) according to the to-
tal droplet concentration of L-OS 250. Third, bulk-to-surface
partitioning is considered in the evaluation of the droplet bulk
phase composition and surface tension (σp). This means that
bulk solution concentrations used to calculate surface tension
and water mole fraction change when the surfactant parti-
tions to the droplet surface. Additional details about the sur-
factant partitioning calculations are given in the Supplement.
Droplet solution concentrations are calculated from the
number of moles of each species (water, AS and L-OS 250),
while assuming partial effective dissociation for ammonium
sulfate (ν ∼ 2.3 based on the parametrisation presented by
Prisle, 2006) and no dissociation for L-OS 250 (ν = 1). Since
L-OS 250 is a molecular species and expected to be a very
weak acid it is assumed that L-OS 250 does not dissociate
in solution but primarily is present in its molecular form.
Both AS and L-OS 250 are assumed to be fully dissolved
at all relevant droplet concentrations and droplet solutions
are also assumed to be ideal with respect to water (γw = 1 in
Eq. 8) due to the current lack of explicit information on non-
ideal solution interactions involving L-OS 250. A mass mean
molecular weight of 255.3 Da was assumed for L-OS 250,
based on the 10 % impurities (see Supplement). Since the
droplet surface tension fit (Eq. 1) can give negative surface
tension values at high L-OS 250 concentrations, the min-
imum surface tension has been limited to 0.020 N m−1. In
practice, this means that further bulk-to-surface partitioning
cannot be calculated when this limit has been exceeded (see
Supplement). This corresponds to the physical situation of
constant surface tensions obtained for solutions above the
so-called critical micelle concentration, where the aqueous
surface is saturated in adsorbed surfactant and no further
bulk-to-surface partitioning takes place (for more details, see
Prisle et al., 2010b).
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Surface tension
Figure 3 shows the surface tension of aqueous solutions of L-
OS 250 and five mixtures of L-OS 250 and AS, as a function
of the L-OS 250 molar concentration. L-OS 250 decreased
the surface tension of aqueous solution from that of pure
Milli-Q water (73 mN m−1 at 20 ◦C) considerably. Even at
a concentration of 0.0025 mol L−1 the surface tension was
decreased to 55.5 mN m−1. The surface tension further de-
creased to 39.4 mN m−1 when the L-OS 250 concentration
increased to 0.24 mol L−1. Surface tension of the mixed L-
OS 250 and AS solutions with ≤ 50 % w /w AS converges
towards the surface tension of pure aqueous L-OS 250, while
the surface tension for the mixed solutions with ≥ 80 % AS
was lower than for the solutions of pure L-OS 250 with the
same aqueous concentration. Previous studies have shown
that addition of AS to pure water increased the surface ten-
sion (Lee and Hildemann, 2013; Matubayasi, 2013); how-
ever, a decrease in surface tension of an organic solution
when AS is added has been observed. For example, Ek-
ström et al. (2009) found the surface tension of solutions of
mannitol and methylerythritol to decrease with addition of
17 % w /w AS, whereas the surface tension of solutions of
adipic acid and methylthreitol increased with the same mass
addition of AS. The difference in surface tension of the indi-
vidual organic solutions, when AS is added, can be explained
by a difference in surface activity of the organics and a dif-
ference in interaction effects between AS and the organics.
The additional surface tension reduction observed at high AS
concentration in the present study is consistent with a salting
out effect, where the presence of AS in solution decreases the
solubility of L-OS 250, hereby forcing L-OS 250 towards the
solution surface.
For the investigated system, the lowest surface tension was
observed for the L-OS 250 solutions with 90 % AS at all L-
OS 250 concentrations, where the surface tension dropped
from approximately 73 to 33 mN m−1 over the concentration
range of 0.0001 to 0.05 mol L−1 L-OS 250. Interestingly, the
surface tensions of the L-OS 250 solutions with 95 % w /w
AS were increased compared to the 90 % w /w AS of the
same L-OS 250 concentration, over the full concentration
range probed and converged towards the surface tension of
pure L-OS 250 at concentrations lower than 0.005 mol L−1.
These observations suggest the presence of non-additive ef-
fects of L-OS 250 and AS affecting solution surface tension,
since the surface tension at a given L-OS 250 concentration
does not decrease monotonically with AS concentration over
the full range of L-OS 250/AS mixing ratios from 100 to 0 %
L-OS 250. At 90 % AS, salting out of the organic appears
to be the dominant effect causing surface tension to decrease
below the additive effects of each solute component sepa-
rately in solution, whereas at 95 % AS the increase in surface
Figure 3. Surface tension as a function of the concentration of
limonene organosulfate (L-OS 250) for six mixtures of L-OS 250
and ammonium sulfate (AS). Note that the data are plotted in semi-
log space. Lines represent parametrisation curves and error bars
show the 2 % instrumental uncertainty.
tension caused by AS is no longer fully counteracted by sur-
factant salting out.
Measured surface tensions were parametrised as a func-
tion of ternary solution composition according to Eq. (1).
The fits are plotted in Fig. 3 together with measured data
and the fitting parameters are a1 = 1.86× 10−6 mol m−2,
a2 = 5.78×10−7 mol m−2, b1 = 1.30×10−4 mol L−1, b2 =
1.67× 10−6 mol L−1. From Fig. 3 it is evident that there are
some L-OS 250 molarity regions with slightly different sur-
face tension slopes, which cannot be captured by the simple
surface tension fit. This is true for all solution compositions
and is most likely caused by the impurities in L-OS 250. Fur-
thermore the fit has difficulties capturing the composition-
dependent surface tension variation, indicating that the com-
bined influences of L-OS 250 and AS on ternary aqueous
surface tension are not linearly additive, as is also clear from
the trend in the measurements. This might be expected for
two components of very different molecular structures and
behaviour in respective binary aqueous solutions.
3.2 Hygroscopic growth factor
Figure 4 shows HGF of laboratory generated particles of L-
OS 250, AS and their mixtures as a function of RH. The HGF
is shown for particles of four dry diameters (30, 60, 100 and
145 nm) being exposed to 80–93 % RH.
All six particle compositions showed hygroscopic growth
at the selected RHs, and the HGF increased with increasing
RH in each case, as expected for particles with non-vanishing
hygroscopicity.
Only weak hygroscopic growth was observed for the pure
L-OS 250 particles with HGF increasing from approximately
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Figure 4. Hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) as a function of rel-
ative humidity (RH) for particles of pure L-OS 250, pure AS and
mixtures hereof. Growth factor is given for four dry particle diam-
eters of each chemical composition. Each data point represents the
mean HGF obtained from four to six measurements, and the error
bars express ± 2 standard deviations as described in Sect. 2.3.
1.0 (no growth) at 80 % RH to 1.2 at 93 % RH, where the
water uptake occurs smoothly over the given RH range. No
deliquescence is observed for L-OS 250 in the monitored
RH range but since the hygroscopic growth occurs smoothly,
deliquescence activation at supersaturation, as previously ob-
served for some insoluble or slightly soluble organics (Krei-
denweis et al., 2006), is not expected. To the best of our
knowledge the aqueous solubility of L-OS 250 is currently
not characterized but the presented data are consistent with a
modest L-OS 250 solubility, leading to a saturated solution
with a water activity of about 0.85 at the onset of hygro-
scopic growth. The HGF of pure AS particles on the other
hand increased from approximately 1.4 to 1.9 over the same
RH range, consistent with the well-documented hygroscopic
properties and deliquescence RH of AS of 79.9 (±0.5) % at
295 K (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
For the mixed particles, the HGF corresponding to a
given dry particle diameter and RH increased with increasing
weight percentage of AS, in accordance with an increasing
contribution of the more hygroscopic component. For mix-
tures with ≥ 20 % w /w AS, the overall HGF converged to-
wards the HGF of pure AS for all particle diameters; thus the
system shows a non-linear composition dependency in HGF.
It must be kept in mind that when a particle with presumably
80 % w /w of L-OS 250 or some other organic demonstrates
the same HGF as a pure AS particle, it does not imply that
the organic has no intrinsic hygroscopicity in the mixture but
rather that the resulting impact of the organic in the mixed
particle is similar to the hygroscopic properties that would
arise from the same particle fraction being composed purely
of AS. In accordance with Köhler theory, any reduction of
droplet surface tension from L-OS 250 should increase effec-
tive particle hygroscopicity. This means that surface tension
effects of L-OS 250 in our experiments appear to compen-
sate for a possible decrease in direct impact on water activity
from the larger molecular size, lower solubility and lower
dissociation degree of L-OS 250 compared to AS.
Non-linear composition dependency has previously been
observed for the hygroscopicity of particles of mixed organic
and inorganic compounds. Hämeri et al. (2002) found an
overall particle hygroscopicity close to that of pure AS when
measuring the HGF for particles of malonic acid and succinic
acid with 50 % w /w AS. In our experiments the non-linear
composition dependency is more pronounced as HGF values
of the mixed particles already coincide with the ones for pure
AS at as low as 20 % w /w AS which could be caused by
differences in surface activity of the organic compounds and
their interaction with AS. For example, the acids considered
by Hämeri et al. (2002) are hygroscopic and only weakly sur-
face active in contrast to L-OS 250 showing significant sur-
face activity, pointing to the significance of surface tension
reduction effects for increasing the organic contribution to
particle hygroscopicity. It should be mentioned that the dry
particle compositions in these experiments are assumed to
reflect the solute compositions of the original aqueous solu-
tions from which they are generated. It has previously been
suggested that deviations in the particle composition can oc-
cur through processes such as bulk-to-surface partitioning or
micelle formation in the atomizer or the generated droplets.
However, it is our firm belief that such processes would in-
crease the amount of L-OS 250 in the particles, not decrease
it; hence these processes cannot explain the non-linear com-
position dependency towards the hygroscopic properties of
AS observed.
In general, the dry diameter of the particles was observed
to have little or modest influence on the measured HGF; how-
ever, for the particles of pure L-OS 250 and L-OS 250 with
10 % w /w AS, the largest HGF was observed for the small-
est particle diameters compared with the larger particles. For
the pure AS particles and particles with≥ 20 % w /w AS, the
opposite behaviour was seen, where the largest HGFs were
measured for the largest particles. This further supports our
inferences related to effects of organic solubility vs. surface
activity: for particles with the highest fractions of L-OS 250,
there could be kinetic effects of dissolution present, increas-
ing the amount of dissolved material in the smallest parti-
cles, compared to the larger ones. Conversely, for particles
with larger amounts of AS relative to L-OS 250, the hygro-
scopicity of the inorganic likely negates any effects of limited
organic solubility. For these particles the dependence on dry
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Figure 5. Critical supersaturation (SSc) as function of dry particle
diameter for the six investigated particle compositions. The curves
follow the Köhler slope of approximately −3/2 for L-OS 250/AS
compositions with ≥ 20 % AS. The curves for pure L-OS 250 and
L-OS 250 with 10 % AS have a slope of approximately −1.4. Er-
ror bars represent the uncertainty on the particle dry size diameter
(x axis) and SSc (y axis). Note that the data are plotted in log–log
space.
diameter may be related to effects of organic depletion from
bulk-to-surface partitioning, decreasing the relative amount
of hygroscopic material in the droplet bulk of the smallest
particles, compared to the larger ones (Prisle et al., 2010b).
3.3 Critical particle diameter
Figure 5 shows the SSc as function of the dry particle di-
ameter (Ddry) for the six different dry particle compositions
studied. The (Ddry, SSc) pairs have been adopted here from
the measured d50 values at each SS. Unfortunately measure-
ments at SS 0.099 and 0.442 % resulted in negative values
of the dry diameters for the pure L-OS 250 particles; hence
these data points are not present here.
Particles of all compositions could activate into cloud
droplets in the investigated SS range and the SSc for acti-
vation decreased with increasing dry particle diameter as ex-
pected from equilibrium Köhler theory. Pure L-OS 250 par-
ticles activated at larger dry diameters than particles of pure
AS at all selected SS: for example at a SS of 0.16 % pure
L-OS 250 activated at a dry diameter of 170 nm, whereas
AS activated at a dry diameter of 93 nm. The curves for all
six compositions have slopes close to the Köhler slope of
approximately −3/2 in log–log space. According to equi-
librium Köhler theory a slope of −3/2 means that no ex-
plicit size-dependent effects are present in the obtained CCN
spectra (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Pure AS and L-OS 250
with 80, 50 and 20 % w /w AS had a slope of −3/2, while
the slope for pure L-OS 250 and L-OS 250 with 10 % w /w
AS were numerically slightly smaller (approximately −1.4),
consistent with the presence of a modest size dependent ef-
fect attributed to L-OS 250.
As was also observed for the measured subsaturated HGF,
supersaturated activation properties of the mixed particles
were dominated by AS, where the critical particle diameter at
all SSs decreased with increasing weight percentage of AS.
For particles with≥ 20 % w /w AS the critical particle diam-
eter is essentially the same as for pure AS.
Previous studies of mixed organic and inorganic particles
showed similar observations of a decrease in critical particle
diameter with increasing amount of inorganics. For exam-
ple, Prisle et al. (2010b) found the critical particle diame-
ters of mixed surfactant (e.g. sodium octanoate, sodium de-
canoate, sodium dodecanoate and sodium dodecyl sulfate)
and sodium chloride (NaCl) particles to decrease with in-
creasing NaCl mass fraction in the particles, when investi-
gating surfactant/NaCl systems with 5 to 80 % w /w NaCl.
However, in contrast to the present study, the critical parti-
cle diameters did not coincide for any of the different sur-
factant/NaCl compositions investigated, indicating that the
full cancellation of different opposing effects did not occur
in their study.
3.4 κ values
κ values were calculated based on the H-TDMA measure-
ments using Eq. (5) and based on the CCN measurements us-
ing Eq. (6) as well as using the ZSR-based additive formula
(Eq. 7). Furthermore, CCN experiments were modelled from
equilibrium Köhler theory employing three different sets of
assumptions, as explained in Sect. 2.5, and the corresponding
κ values were calculated from the modelled critical supersat-
urations using Eq. (6).
3.4.1 H-TDMA-derived κ
Figure 6 shows κH-TDMA as function of RH and dry parti-
cle diameter (Ddry) for the six compositions of L-OS 250
mixed with AS investigated. The obtained κ values for parti-
cles of all six chemical compositions at the four RHs showed
a consistent dependency on dry diameter, where κ decreased
with increasing particle diameter. The error bars, here repre-
senting ± 2 standard deviations, on individual κ values for a
given composition show some overlap for the high AS frac-
tion composition, whereas no overlap is observed for pure L-
OS 250 and L-OS 250 with 10 % w /w AS, suggesting that
this trend may be statistically significant for at least the latter
two. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a decrease
in κH-TDMA with increasing dry particle diameter has been
reported for particles of the same chemical composition.
Some studies of ambient aerosols have on the contrary
showed that κ values increase with particle diameter. For ex-
ample, Holmgren et al. (2014) and Wu et al. (2013) found
κH-TDMA to increase with particle diameter during field cam-
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Figure 6. Hygroscopicity parameter, κ , obtained from the H-TDMA measurements, as a function of RH for the six mixtures of L-OS 250
and AS. Error bars represent ± 2 standard deviations on κ as described in Sect. 2.4.
paigns in France and Germany respectively. However, for
field measurements the chemical composition of the particles
with all likelihood changes with particle diameter and with
time; hence the change in κ observed with increasing particle
diameter in the field studies is probably a result of changing
chemical composition. In this study, particles of different di-
ameters were formed from atomisation of the same solution;
hence, ideally they should have the same chemical composi-
tion. If this is the case, then the observed trend implies that
the smaller particles are more hygroscopic than larger ones of
the same chemical composition. An actual size dependency
for invariant particle composition could result from changes
in surface effects or dissolution kinetics with particle size.
It should be mentioned that the observed size dependency
could potentially be an indirect effect of a changing chemi-
cal composition or from an artefact in our experiments. From
the HGF measurements, a bimodal humidified size distribu-
tion (with one dominating and one satellite mode) was ob-
served for the mixed L-OS 250/AS particles, indicating that
the particles may be somewhat externally mixed; thus it is
possible that droplets formed with the atomizer from mixed
L-OS 250/AS solutions have different chemical composition
due to the surface activity of L-OS 250. The same could in
principle be true for the pure L-OS 250 particles, since ap-
proximately 10 % impurities (of two other organosulfates)
were present here; these impurities are very similar in struc-
ture to L-OS 250. However, it cannot explain the observed
size dependency of the pure AS particles which should be
fully soluble and not surface active in any case. We therefore
do not believe that changing particle composition is the main
cause of the observed particle size dependency of κH-TDMA.
Based on the relatively modest size dependency observed
from our results, we cannot give the conclusive statement that
smaller particles are more hygroscopic than larger ones of the
same chemical composition. However, the results present the
possibility and further studies should be conducted to con-
firm this.
Regarding RH, κH-TDMA for pure L-OS 250 increased sig-
nificantly (κ/κ93 % RH · 100 %= 44, 72, 92 and 95 % for 30,
60, 100 and 145 nm particles respectively), when RH in-
creased from 80 to 93% humidity. This increase in κH-TDMA
could be caused by increased dissolution of L-OS 250. At
low RH (here 80 %), the water content in the droplets may
not be high enough to dissolve the L-OS 250 particle en-
tirely, resulting in a mixed liquid- and solid-phase droplet.
Both Henning et al. (2012) and Zardini et al. (2008) have pre-
viously suggested that phase separation could make aerosol
hygroscopicity RH dependent and Henning et al. (2012)
found that soot particles coated with solid succinic acid
resulted in no hygroscopic growth whereas soot particles
coated with liquid/dissolved succinic acid resulted in hygro-
scopic growth, suggesting that the increase in κH-TDMA ob-
served here could also be caused by gradual dissolution of
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L-OS 250 with increasing RH. This effect will be discussed
further in Sect. 3.4.3.
For the pure AS particles and the L-OS 250 particles
with 10, 50 and 80 % w /w AS, increasing subsaturated RH
showed no clear effect on κH-TDMA. For these compositions,
the κH-TDMA appeared to be within in a stable range, inde-
pendent of RH. For L-OS 250 particles with 20 % w /w AS,
κH-TDMA decreased with increasing RH. This changing be-
haviour of κ with respect to RH for the different particle
compositions may be due to a change in interactions between
AS and L-OS 250 with changing mass fraction, which could
influence the particle water activity.
κH-TDMA showed a clear increase with increasing mass
fraction of AS, where κH-TDMA for mixtures with ≥ 20 %
AS converged towards the values of pure AS. As discussed
by Sjogren et al. (2008), interaction of inorganic and or-
ganic species can increase the overall particle hygroscopicity
and thus the apparent hygroscopicity of organic compounds;
hence the high κ values observed for the mixed particles with
≥ 20 % w /w AS, which cannot be explained by increasing
AS fraction alone, are expected to be a result of such interac-
tions. The κH-TDMA for pure L-OS 250 (0.002 to 0.09) corre-
spond to weakly hygroscopic organic compounds according
to Petters and Kreidenweis (2007). L-OS 250 contains an al-
cohol group and a sulfate group, which are both polar; how-
ever, the molecule contains a hydrophobic ring structure, and
hence it is not surprising that the hygroscopicity of L-OS 250
is modest. The κH-TDMA for pure AS was here measured to be
between 0.42 and 0.58, in line with previous studies, where
κ for AS is in the range of 0.33 to 0.72 (Clegg et al., 1998;
Koehler et al., 2006; Carrico et al., 2008).
3.4.2 CCN-derived κ
Figure 7 shows the CCN-derived κ values as a function of
SSc for the different particle compositions. In general, κCCN
increased with increasing mass fraction of AS, and particles
with ≥ 20 % w /w AS have κ values converging towards
those of pure AS, exactly as was also found for κH-TDMA.
This trend is therefore consistent over the whole humidity
range investigated. κCCN for the pure L-OS 250 particles
showed a weak increase with SS, implying a correspond-
ing decrease of κ with increasing particle diameter, as the
larger particles of a given composition activate at lower su-
persaturation conditions. However, contrary to the subsatu-
rated conditions, particles of equivalent composition do not
necessarily have the same dilution state when they activate at
different supersaturations (Prisle et al., 2011). Supersaturated
κ values are therefore not immediately comparable across
different dry particle diameters. κCCN increased from 0.095
to 0.145 when the SSs increased from 0.168 to 0.922 %, cor-
responding to particle diameters 170 and 47 nm respectively
(see Fig. 7). κCCN for the L-OS 250 particles with 10 % w /w
AS also show a weak increase with SS, rising from 0.18 to
0.23 over the selected SS range. However, including the un-
Figure 7. Hygroscopicity parameter, κ , derived from the CCN mea-
surements, as a function of SSc for six mixtures of L-OS 250 and
AS. Error bars represent an estimated uncertainty of 10 % on κ and
uncertainty on the SSc is estimated to be 5 % /% as described in
Sect. 2.4.
certainty on κCCN, the increasing trend for L-OS 250 and L-
OS 250 with 10 % w /w AS is likely not significant. For the
pure AS particles and the particles with ≥ 20 % w /w AS,
κCCN showed no clear sign of increasing or decreasing trend
with SS but fluctuated within a range for each particle com-
position (0.49 to 0.57 for L-OS 250 with 20 % w /w AS, 0.50
to 0.59 for L-OS 250 with 50 % w /w AS, 0.50 to 0.60 for L-
OS 250 with 80 % w /w AS and 0.51 to 0.59 for pure AS),
where the individual κCCN fell within the uncertainty range
of each other. Since the size dependency is strongest for pure
L-OS 250, this suggests relation to properties of the organic,
such as dilution and/or surface activity effects. As κ for pure
L-OS 250 decreases with increasing dry particle diameter
and corresponding dilution state at activation, this suggests
that decreasing surface tension may play a greater role for
the smaller particles compared to surface partitioning, which
is the opposite to what was observed for SDS in some cases
by Sorjamaa et al. (2004). We argue that a mean κCCN for
each particle composition can be used to represent κCCN over
the entire SS range of 0.099–0.922 % investigated, as the in-
dividual κCCN fall within the overall uncertainty, and since
the Köhler slopes obtained from the SSc curves are approxi-
mately −3/2 for all particle compositions, indicating the ab-
sence of significant size-dependent effects on SSc. Hence,
in the following, κCCN for each composition is given as the
mean κCCN (±1 standard deviation) over the investigated SS
range. In Table 3, the mean, minimum and maximum κCCN
as well as standard deviation of κCCN is given.
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Table 3. Mean, minimum and maximum values of the hygroscopicity parameter, κ , obtained from the CCN measurements, as well as standard
deviations (SD).
κCCN
Mean SD Minimum Maximum
L-OS 250 0.120 0.017 0.095 0.145
L-OS 250 (10 % w /w AS) 0.207 0.013 0.182 0.229
L-OS 250 (20 % w /w AS) 0.510 0.022 0.486 0.566
L-OS 250 (50 % w /w AS) 0.519 0.028 0.496 0.589
L-OS 250 (80 % w /w AS) 0.532 0.027 0.501 0.597
AS 0.538 0.026 0.509 0.594
Figure 8. Hygroscopicity parameter, κ , derived from the H-TDMA measurements, plotted against κ obtained from the CCN measurements,
for six mixtures of L-OS 250 and AS. A mean κ value for each composition was found for the CCN-derived κ and error bars denote the
experimental uncertainty as explained in Sect. 2.4.
3.4.3 Comparison of H-TDMA- and CCN-derived κ
Comparing κH-TDMA and κCCN of each of the six particle
compositions (see Fig. 8), it is clear that κ values for pure L-
OS 250 (green markers) are higher for supersaturated (CCN)
than for subsaturated (H-TDMA) conditions. This is ob-
served for all RH and particle dry diameters measured with
the H-TDMA. We note that the difference in κ between the
two methods became smaller with increasing RH, meaning
that at higher RH, κH-TDMA for L-OS 250 approach κCCN,
as expected if there is indeed a dissolution effect present.
As mentioned in Sect. 3.4.1, the increase in κH-TDMA for L-
OS 250 with increasing RH could be caused by increased
dissolution of L-OS 250, which would be consistent with the
indications of its modest water solubility mentioned above.
This explanation is supported by the observation of κH-TDMA
approaching κCCN with increasing RH. It is therefore sug-
gested that the low κH-TDMA for L-OS at 80, 85 and 90 % RH
is caused by incomplete dissolution of L-OS 250 resulting in
a mixed solid-/aqueous-phase system.
The κH-TDMA for L-OS 250 with 10 % AS (yellow mark-
ers) coincide with κCCN for 30 and 60 nm particles whereas
100 and 145 nm particles have κ values below the corre-
sponding κCCN. For L-OS 250 particles with ≥ 20 % w /w
AS, it was generally observed that κH-TDMA for 30 nm par-
ticles were a bit higher than κCCN, whereas κH-TDMA for
145 nm particles were lower than κCCN and finally κH-TDMA
for 60 and 100 nm particles were essentially the same as
the obtained κCCN. An exception is found for pure AS
at 90 % RH, and L-OS 250 with 20 to 80 % w /w AS at
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93 % RH, where κH-TDMA was below κCCN for the three
larger particle sizes. This is likely due to increased dissocia-
tion of AS with greater dilution (Prisle, 2006), as experienced
for the larger particles at activation.
The trend of κH-TDMA being smaller than κCCN has pre-
viously been observed in other laboratory studies investigat-
ing secondary organic aerosol hygroscopicity (Prenni et al.,
2007; Petters et al., 2009; Massoli et al., 2010; Wex et al.,
2010; Pajunoja et al., 2015), as well as in field measurements
of ambient aerosol (Cerully et al., 2011; Hersey et al., 2013;
Hong et al., 2014). The discrepancies between κH-TDMA and
κCCN found in the field studies were discussed by Hong et
al. (2014), outlining different effects that could influence κ:
first, the different degrees of dissolution of organics at sub-
and supersaturated conditions, as well as potential phase sep-
aration of the particle; second, the difference in instrumental
design of the H-TDMA and CCNC, such as the residence
time in the humidifying unit of the instruments relative to the
aerosol equilibration time at sub- and supersaturated condi-
tions. In the set-up used here residence times in the humidi-
fying units were assessed to 1s in the H-TDMA and 10 s in
the CCNC.
The difference between κH-TDMA and κCCN observed here
can primarily be explained from the first-mentioned disso-
lution effect, since the discrepancy is mainly observed for
the pure L-OS 250 particles, whereas the L-OS 250 parti-
cles with ≥ 20 % w /w AS in general had the same κ values
measured in the two saturation regimes; hence the overall
effect of interactions between AS and L-OS 250 are sim-
ilar at sub- and supersaturation conditions at ≥20% w /w
AS. Close agreement between κH-TDMA and κCCN have pre-
viously been found for ambient aerosols with high mass frac-
tion of ammonium and sulfate ions (e.g. Good et al., 2010).
This could imply that a given amount of organics in aerosols
may influence the aerosol hygroscopicity to a different extent
at sub- and supersaturated conditions and that application of
a single κ value for a specific aerosol chemical composition
many not be sufficient for describing particle hygroscopicity
over the entire sub- and supersaturated humidity range.
3.4.4 κ from modelled HGF and critical
supersaturation
HGF and SSc values for L-OS 250, AS and the four mixtures
hereof were modelled from equilibrium Köhler theory em-
ploying three different assumptions concerning surface ten-
sion and bulk-to-surface partitioning. These assumptions are
briefly summarised as follows.
1. Bulk-to-surface partitioning and surface tension effects
are both ignored (σw).
2. Reduction of surface tension from the organic is con-
sidered, but effects of bulk-to-surface partitioning on
droplet concentration are ignored (σb).
3. Bulk-to-surface partitioning is considered in the evalua-
tion of the droplet bulk phase composition, and the im-
pact on surface tension according to the resulting bulk
concentrations is included (σp).
From the modelled HGF and SSc values, κ was calculated
using Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively. The purpose is to exam-
ine if any of the three thermodynamic models can reproduce
the observed hygroscopic behaviour for the investigated L-
OS 250 containing particles. Furthermore, κ values for the
four L-OS 250/AS mixtures were modelled using the volume
additive ZSR mixing rule (Eq. 7), from the measured mean
κ values of pure L-OS 250 and pure AS and the respective
volume fractions of the two compounds. To obtain particle
volume fractions from experimental mass fractions, we ide-
ally need the actual mixed particle density, which is here es-
timated as the volume additive bulk mass density of different
particle components. The density of L-OS 250 (ρL-OS 250) is
to the best of our knowledge unknown; hence the calculation
was done using two different density cases for L-OS 250,
1.176 and 1.7 g cm−3, as explained in Sect. 2.4. κ was mod-
elled this way for both sub- and supersaturated conditions.
Figure 9 shows the κ values resulting from the differ-
ent model assumptions. The upper left panel shows the ad-
ditivity representation of κ (κZSR) together with the mea-
sured values of κH-TDMA and κCCN. κZSR calculated us-
ing ρL-OS 250 = 1.176 g cm−3 (κZSR_1) resulted in κ values
closer to the measured values than did κZSR calculated using
ρL-OS 250 = 1.7 g cm−3 (κZSR_2) for all L-OS 250/AS com-
positions. κZSR_1 for L-OS 250 with 10 % w /w AS and
80 % w /w AS were reasonably close (±10 %) to κH-TDMA
for 145 nm particles and κCCN; however, for L-OS 250 with
20 and 50 % w /w AS, κH-TDMA and κCCN fall in the range
of 0.4–0.6, whereas κZSR_1 have values of 0.17 and 0.32 for
H-TDMA and 0.23 and 0.37 for CCN respectively. For these
compositions, the additivity formula thus yields a very poor
representation of the variations in measured κ values, sug-
gesting that the additivity formula should only be used for
compositions very close to either pure L-OS 250 or pure AS.
From Fig. 9 it is clear that the models σw, σb and σp re-
sults in similar κ values in the subsaturated regime and that
the values are practically independent of dry particle diam-
eter and humidity. This behaviour is seen because surface
tension changes have a negligible effect on the equilibrium
RH, and the effects of surfactant bulk-to-surface partitioning
is limited due to the higher droplet concentrations and lower
surface-area-to-volume ratio for droplets conditioned at sub-
saturated humidity compared to supersaturated activation. As
a result, the κ values from the Köhler representations are sim-
ilar to the ZSR κ values and equally poor in representing the
observed non-linear weight fraction dependency. This sug-
gests that the non-linear composition dependency could be
caused by dissolution and non-ideal internal droplet mixing
interaction effects of L-OS 250, which are not accounted for
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Figure 9. Measured and modelled hygroscopicity parameter, κ , as a function of RH for six mixtures of L-OS 250 and AS. Markers represent
the measured values of κ and lines represent the modelled values of κ . The light grey area denotes humidity in the supersaturated range
(CCN) and the white area denotes humidity in the subsaturated range (H-TDMA). For subfigure ZSR the solid lines represent additive κ
calculated using a density of 1.176 g cm−3 for L-OS 250 whereas a density of 1.7 g cm−3 is represented with the dotted lines. For subfigure
σw, σb and σp, the subsaturated range, the solid line is modelled κ for 30 nm particles, the dash-dotted line is modelled κ for 60 nm particles,
the dotted line is modelled κ for 100 nm particles and the dashed line is modelled κ for 145 nm particles. Error bars represent the uncertainty
on the κ values obtained from the measurements (±10 % on κCCN and ± 2 standard deviation on κH-TDMA). Please note that the y axis in
subfigure σb is different form the other subfigures.
in the Köhler models, rather than being a direct consequence
of L-OS 250 surface activity.
One striking feature is that the bulk surfactant model σb
is clearly not able to predict measured aerosol water uptake
and droplet activation in the supersaturated humidity range,
where σb predicts a significant increase in κ with supersatu-
ration for all particles comprising L-OS 250. This has been
found consistently in previous studies of both pure surfactant
and mixed surfactant/salt systems (Prisle et al., 2008, 2010b,
2011). The σw model is much better at reproducing exper-
imental data, but again the model is not able to predict the
non-linear composition dependency, since also this model is
purely a bulk solution representation. Finally, the σp model
is able to predict the magnitude of the pure L-OS 250 κCCN
value and also the increasing trend with increasing SSc, but
again the model is not able to predict the non-linear com-
position dependency. This strongly suggests that partitioning
effects do in fact influence activation thermodynamics of L-
OS 250, even if the overall κ values may be subject to can-
cellation effects between surface tension decrease and sur-
face partitioning, as was found for other atmospheric surfac-
tants (Prisle et al., 2008, 2010b); however, partitioning does
not seem to drive the variation in water uptake between the
sub- or supersaturated regimes. Thus, droplet non-ideality
(γw = 1) may also play a role for the observed non-linear
κ variations with particle composition. These findings are in
good agreement with those from Prisle et al. (2010b), who
showed that bulk solution surface tensions should not be used
for microscopic droplets without also accounting for bulk-to-
surface partitioning.
4 Cloud-forming potential of organosulfates and model
implications
Atmospheric aerosols are very complex, often consisting of
many thousand organic compounds (Hamilton et al., 2004;
Hallquist et al., 2009), and thus the two-component parti-
cles studied here are probably not fully representative for at-
mospheric aerosols. However investigation of simplified sys-
tems can reveal the important interactions between complex
organic compounds and common inorganics, which may in-
fluence cloud activation as well as expose how κ is influ-
enced by the mixing ratio of organics to inorganics. Based
on the results presented in the previous sections, we here try
to evaluate the cloud-forming potential of organosulfates and
the possible implications of our results for climate models.
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From our measurements, it was clear that L-OS 250 is
indeed surface active and decreases the surface tension of
water considerably, even for mixtures where the L-OS 250
concentrations were as low as 5 % of total solute concen-
tration. However, the low intrinsic κ values for L-OS 250
showed the organosulfate to be modestly hygroscopic; hence
in terms of water uptake, the significant surface tension ef-
fect must be countered by other effects in the droplets, such
as simultaneous bulk-to-surface partitioning or limited water
solubility. Based on the results presented here, the intrinsic
cloud-forming properties of pure L-OS 250 thus appear to be
limited. On its own, L-OS 250 particles require significantly
higher SS to activate into cloud droplets compared to inor-
ganic salts such as AS. However, L-OS 250 does not appear
to inhibit the CCN activity of very CCN active inorganics
such as AS beyond displacing the AS mass in the aerosol,
since the hygroscopic properties of mixtures of L-OS 250
and AS converged towards the properties of pure AS when
AS composed ≥ 20 % w /w of the mixture. In fact, when
particles with as much as 80 % by mass of L-OS 250 dis-
play the same water uptake properties as pure AS particles
of the same dry diameter, it shows a significant contribution
of the organic and/or its interactions with the inorganic. The
discrepancy between κH-TDMA and κCCN for L-OS 250 shows
that extrapolation of κ from the subsaturated to the supersat-
urated range is connected with significant uncertainties. In
regard to the cloud-forming potential of L-OS 250 it should
therefore be emphasised that the CCNC measurements are of
greater importance as clouds are supersaturated with water.
The results presented in Sect. 3.4.4 are important for
global climate models, as the surface activity representations,
σw, σb and σp, tested here may be used in such models. From
Fig. 9 it is clear that σb in particular fails to represent the
experimental data at supersaturated conditions. When a rep-
resentation corresponding to the σb model is implemented in
global simulations of droplet activation, the predicted cloud
droplet number is much larger than when σw or σp is used
(Prisle et al., 2012); hence σb predicts a greater indirect
aerosol effect than the two other models. Our results imply
that σb should not be used in global simulations to repre-
sent cloud droplet activation of (surface active) organics as
it cannot reproduce experimental data on the process level.
Introducing σb in climate models would thus result in even
larger uncertainties on the predictions of the future climate.
Concerning global climate models it is of high interest to
consider whether organosulfates can be merged with other
organics and represented by one common κ value. The κ val-
ues found here are within the range of other organics (ap-
proximately 0.0 to 0.3 for CCNC measurements), including
carboxylic acids, sugars and HULIS (Petters and Kreiden-
weis, 2007; Chan et al., 2008; Jing et al., 2015). Hence, con-
sidering κ alone, it would seem that organosulfates can be
merged with other organics; however, this study reveals how
organosulfates behave on their own and in mixtures with in-
organics, but this is not necessarily representative for com-
Figure 10. Selected organosulfates derived from monoterpenes and
isoprene (Surratt et al., 2007, 2008). Note that isomers are possible
for the given structures.
plex organic mixtures. For example a recent study by Jing
et al. (2015) shows that κ of organic mixtures can be much
higher compared to what was expected by considering κ of
the individual compounds; hence we do not think that all or-
ganics can be represented in climate models by one common
κ value based on the mean of individual κ values (essentially
the ZSR representation).
L-OS 250 is but one of many organosulfates found in the
atmosphere, but we believe that the hygroscopic properties
found for L-OS 250 in this study is a good representation for
(at least some of the) other monoterpene-derived organosul-
fates, for example OS 250 derived from α-/β-pinene, L-OS
252 and L-OS 268, since they have structural similarities
and few functional groups (see Fig. 10). Many organosulfates
of atmospheric relevance contain additional hydroxyl groups
or carboxylic acid groups and are composed of fewer car-
bon atoms than L-OS 250, for example OS 200 and OS 216
derived from isoprene (see Fig. 10). These organosulfates
with additional hydroxyl/carboxylic acid groups are likely to
be more hygroscopic and therefore more prone to activate
into cloud droplets, according to the recent study by Suda et
al. (2014) showing that hygroscopicity of organics increases
with addition of hydroxyl groups, carboxylic acid groups and
hydroperoxide groups, in the given order. There is thus a need
for further hygroscopicity measurements to investigate the
atmospheric impact and cloud-forming potential of smaller
and more polar organosulfates, e.g. those derived from iso-
prene.
5 Conclusions
We have here presented the first characterisation of an at-
mospherically relevant organosulfate, derived from limonene
(L-OS 250), in terms of surface activity and hygroscopic
properties. Surface tension measurements showed L-OS 250
to be surface active with the capacity to decrease the surface
tension of bulk aqueous solutions considerably. The surface
tension of L-OS 250 solutions decreased even further with
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the addition of AS, suggesting a salting out effect in bulk so-
lutions. The significant surface activity of L-OS 250 suggests
that L-OS 250 could act as a CCN.
The hygroscopic properties of particles containing L-
OS 250, AS and mixtures hereof were examined at sub-
and supersaturated conditions using a custom-built set-up,
allowing parallel measurements of HGF (with an H-TDMA)
and of CCN activation (with a CCNC). HGF for L-OS 250
was found to increase from 1.0 (no growth) to 1.2 over
the measured humidity range from 80 to 93 %, showing
that L-OS 250 can take up water in the subsaturated range.
However, compared to AS (HGF= 1.4 at 80 % RH and
1.9 at 93 % RH) the investigated L-OS 250 particles only
showed weak hygroscopic growth. Measurement with the
CCNC showed the ability of L-OS 250 to activate into cloud
droplets; the critical particle diameters for L-OS 250 particles
were 55–83 % larger than for pure AS, which is comparable
to critical particle diameters for other atmospheric organics
previously characterized. The hygroscopic properties of the
L-OS 250/AS system showed a non-linear composition de-
pendency, as both HGF values and d50 of the mixed particles
with ≥ 20 % w /w AS converged toward the values of pure
AS. This implies that L-OS 250 actually contribute to the
overall hygroscopicity of these mixed particles. The hygro-
scopicity parameter, κ , was calculated for the L-OS 250/AS
system, revealing L-OS 250 to be weakly hygroscopic. κ de-
rived from the H-TDMA measurements was found to vary
with particle diameter for all particle compositions, increas-
ing with decreasing particle dry diameter. However, whether
κH-TDMA is truly size dependent or an experimental artefact
has caused this tend cannot be concluded from these exper-
iments alone. κCCN was larger than κH-TDMA for L-OS 250,
which is probably caused by differences in the degree of dis-
solution of L-OS 250 at sub- and supersaturated conditions.
For AS and mixed L-OS 250/AS particles κCCN and κH-TDMA
were in the same range, but with significant variation. Both
HGF and d50 displayed non-linear composition dependency,
as reflected in sub- and supersaturated κ values.
It was investigated whether the hygroscopic properties of
the L-OS 250/AS system could be reproduced by model
calculations under different assumptions concerning surface
tension effects and bulk-to-surface partitioning. Based on
the model calculations, κ was calculated and compared with
the experimental κ values. None of the three model cal-
culations or the ZSR mixing rule were able to capture the
observed non-linear composition dependency for the mixed
particles, indicating that L-OS 250 solubility and non-ideal
droplet interactions could be important for mixtures of the
L-OS 250/AS system, as these were not accounted for by
any of the models. The bulk solution representation of model
σb was especially erroneous in reproducing the experimen-
tal κ values of the system, underlining that σb should not be
used in global climate models to represent cloud activation
properties of surface active organics.
The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/acp-15-14071-2015-supplement.
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